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 Chapter 22 

The Age of Nation-States 
1850s-1880s 

Sections 1(pp 731-732): The Crimean War      RB 251-52 
 Intro    
   1.  Although the revolutions of 48 had collapsed, what was “paradoxical” about the late 1800s? 

     It’s the point of the whole chapter. In case you don’t catch it. : ) 

   

   2.  What was the Russian stated reason for invading the Ottomans? 

 

   3.  Why would France and Britain use precious resources to defend the Turks? 

  

   4.  What was new about people’s information about this war? 

 

 Peace Settlement and Long-Term Results 

   5.  What effect did the outcome of the war have on Russia’s image? 

 

   6  Why do some historians mark the end of the Metternich era with the Crimean War? 

    

Section 2: (pp 732 - 734): Reforms in the Ottoman Empire      

  Interesting stuff but not anything for our class. 

 

 

Section 3 (pp 734- 738): Italian Unification         RB 293-299  
 Romantic Republicans 
   1.  How did Romantic Republicans try to create Italy? 

 

   2.  Which romantic republican “led” the drive for Italian nationalism in the 30s, 40s & 50s 

 

   3.   What position did Cavour have? 

   

   4.  What were his methods of creating Italy? 

  

  

 Cavour’s Policy 

   5.  wow, Cavour rejected republicanism, and supported Italian unification because it produced . . .  

  

   6.  What Great Power stood in the way of Italian unification? 

        Cavour would need to enlist which Great Power to aid him? 

 

   7.  Cavour represented what kind of Italy? 

     

     as an alternative to what? 

 

   8.  What did Cavour and Napoleon III plot to do? 

 

   9.  How did Parma, Modena, Tuscany, & Romgna join Piedmont? 
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   10.  While this is going on, What is Garibaldi doing in the South? 

  

   11.  Did Garibaldi fight Cavour for dominance over Italy? 

 

  The New Italian State   
   11.   In what year was the Kingdom of Italy proclaimed? 

     What type of Government? 

 

     Who was the king? 

  

     What city was noticeably absent? 

 

   12.  Describe the North-South division of Italy? 

 

   13.  When was Rome finally brought into Italy? 

 

 

 

Section 4 (pp 738- 742):  German Unification              RB:  299-305  
   Holy Crap!   Look at the hyperbole in the first sentence! !  nice 

   That whole paragraph is pure gold.  Please read it and understand it. 

 Bismarck 

  Wow!  More Hyperbole!!   I’m not disagreeing,  it’s just rarely so explicitly stated. 

   1.  Bismarck was the Prussian Prime Minister who was a pragmatist who put more trust in   

    _________________  than in ______________ 

   2.  Reread the last 2 sentences about using nationalism to “outflank liberals” 

    Make sure that you understand this statement after you’ve read the section. 

   3.  Did Bismarck support a big or small German idea? 

   4.   WHOAHH!!!!  Bismarck (a conservative) supported the popular vote.  WHY??  (he’s correct) 

 

   5.  What area of land was the cause of tension between Prussia/Austria and the Denmark? 

 

The Franco-Prussian War 

 You don’t need to know the details of the first 3 paragraphs.  Just know that Bismarck outwitted the  

   French and kinda tricked them into declaring war on him.  : ) 

 

   6.  Where was the German Empire proclaimed??? 

 

   7.  What area did Germany take from France? 

 

   8.  What effects did the creation of Germany have  Europe? 

   

 

Section 5 (pp 743-746):  France – From Liberal Empire to Third Republic      RB: 312-317  

   1.  So when France lost (quit),  what did Paris do??? 
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 The Paris Commune 
  2.   So Paris secedes from France and establishes the Commune.  Wow 

 

  3.  What was France’s (National Assembly) response to the Commune? 

  4.  Although you should associate the Paris Commune with Working Class Communists,  

    according to Kagan which class actually “dominated”  it? 

  5.  According to Kagan, France’s victory was a victory for what 2 ideas? 

  6.  I hope you see how the American Civil War is a part of this bigger trend:  centralized authority. 

 

 The Third Republic 

  7.  How did a majority Monarchist body create a republic?  (don’t be specific) 

 

 The Dreyfus Affair 

   The Dreyfus Affair was their “OJ case”   

  8.  Who was Dreyfus? 

  9.  What groups  were the Anti-Dreyfus? 

  10.  Who were the supporters of Dreyfus? 

  11.  What were the impacts of the Dreyfus Affair? 

  

 

Section 6: (pp 746 - 749): The Habsburg Empire      RB: 327-329 

 Intro  

  1  Whoah! Whoah!   Given all that we’ve studied, “the Hapsburg domains remained primarily . . . “ 

 

  2.  What ethnic group dominated Austria? 

 

 Formation of the Dual Monarchy 

  3.  After ’67 Austria and Hungary had the same . . .  

 

  4.  After ’67 Austria and Hungary had different . . . 

Unrest of Nationalities 

  We think of “race” and “ethnicity” as objectively existing. 

  But your book points out that whether we “see” a race or not pretty much has outside   

    historical influence  

  5.  Sum up Austria’s constitutional system in one sentence 

  

 

  DING DING DING  We have our first mention of Hitler p 748 

  6.  What would be the ultimate effect of nationalism on the 3 Great Empires of Eastern Europe? 
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Section 7: (pp 750 - 752): Russia        RB:  329 – 332 

 Intro 

  great summation of late 19
th
 century Russia.   Reread it after you’ve read the section. 

Reforms of Alexander II 

  Check out how “the serfs” did in the Crimean War.   There’s an important lesson here. . . somewhere 

  Hahahaha!!!  Check out the “dig” on page 750 regarding “involuntary servitude.  : ) 

  1.  What year were the serfs freed in Russia?     By whom? 

  2.  so everything was fine after that right? 

  3.  What kind of leader was Alexander II? 

  4.  What was the relationship of Poland to Russia (for the Russians) til the end of WWI? 

 Revolutionaries 

  the second paragraph strikes me as funny for some reason. 

  5,  What was the ultimate fate of Alexander II? 

  6.  What kind of leader was Alexander III? 

   

Section 8 (pp 752 - 758): Great Britain (Toward Democracy)       RB: 308 - 312 

 Intro 

  1.  1
st
 Sentence:   Britain symbolized the . . .  

The Second Reform Act (1867)      

  2.  What group got the vote with this Act? 

  3.  Which Party / leader got it passed? 

  4.  WHY would a group that didn’t really agree with it, get it passed?   2 Reasons! 

  6.  However, in the next election the poor elected . . .  (DOH!) 

 Gladstone’s Great Ministry    

  7.  What political/social reforms were created by Gladstone? 

 

  8.  Why were public schools created by governments? 

   

 Disraeli in Office 

  9.  Just be aware that conservatives also supported reforms but ones based on . . .    

 The Irish Question 

  10. Who got the vote in 1884? 

 

  11.  Did Home Rule pass in the 1800s? 

 

  12.  Because the Liberal Party was split over Home Rule, what “newly organized” party formed “to  

    fill the power vacuum”?   

 

  13.  Go back and reread the Italicized introduction 


